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1 INTRODUCTION

Large cloud providers operate at a much larger scale than traditional
enterprise data centers and aim to optimize their infrastructures
for high utilization. However, recent work indicates that resources
in cloud data centers remain underutilized [12, 16].

One promising way to increase resource utilization is to disag-
gregate resources [2, 5, 9, 11]. In a disaggregated cluster, resources
such as CPU, memory, and storage are each collected into a separate
central network-attached pool. By sharing these resources across
users and applications, utilization can be increased significantly.
Furthermore, each resource can be scaled up or down indepen-
dently of the others. Such disaggregation has long been practiced
for storage in the form of network-attached storage (NAS) [6] and
Storage Area Networks (SAN) [3].

Persistent Memory (PM) is a new memory technology that pro-
vides durability like traditional storage, with performance close
to DRAM [7, 14, 20]. Since PM has much higher cost per GB than
conventional storage [1], it is critical to achieve high utilization in
PM deployments. Similar to traditional storage, the utilization of
PM would increase from disaggregation. However, the DRAM-like
latencies of PMmake disaggregation challenging, since the network
latency is an order of magnitude higher than PM latency.

We are interested in using Disaggregated Persistent Memory
(DPM) to build persistent key-value stores (KVSs), which are critical
pieces of software infrastructure. The KVS consists of a number of
KVS nodes (KNs) equipped with general-purpose processors, a rela-
tively small amount of local DRAM, and high-performance network
primitives like RDMA to access DPM over the network [18]. An
ideal DPM KVS would have a number of properties: high common-
case performance, scalability, and quick reconfiguration that allows
handling failures, bursty workloads, and load imbalance efficiently.

Building a KVS that achieves all the goals simultaneously is
challenging. First, the KVS must provide high performance, de-
spite expensive network round trips (RTs) for accessing data and
metadata in DPM. Second, to benefit from independent scaling of
KNs and PM, the KVS must be elastic and support lightweight re-
configuration of resources. Finally, the KVS must provide scalable
performance with an increase in active resources (e.g., KNs).

Prior DPM KVSs make design trade-offs that make these goals
difficult to satisfy simultaneously. For example, AsymNVM [13]
achieves high performance by adopting a shared-nothing archi-
tecture to enable high cache locality at KNs. However, expensive
data reorganization is needed when changing the number of KNs,
thus limiting elasticity. Clover [17] supports high elasticity using a
shared-everything architecture where data is shared across KNs,
and any KN can handle any request. However, performance and
scalability suffer as a result of poor cache locality and consistency
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Figure 1: Dinomo data plane

overheads (e.g., cache coherence, contention, and synchronization
overheads due to sharing) in the common case [15].

In this work, we present Dinomo, the first DPM KVS that simul-
taneously achieves high common-case performance, scalability, and
lightweight online reconfiguration. Dinomo also provides lineariz-
able reads and writes. To achieve these goals, Dinomo carefully
adapts techniques from the storage research community, including
caching, ownership partitioning, and lock/log-free PM indexing.
Data organization on DPM. Figure 1 shows the data plane com-
ponents in Dinomo. Dinomo stores data and metadata on DPM to
enable concurrent and consistent access by all KNs. Because DPM
is shared among all KNs, it functions as the source of ground truth
in the system. To enable consistent updates, data is written into the
log segments in DPM in the form of log entries by the KNs. These
log entries are asynchronously merged in order into the metadata
index by the processors at DPM. For its metadata index, DPM uses
a concurrent PM index [10] that provides lock-free reads and log-
free in-place-writes; the lock-free reads eliminate synchronization
overheads between KNs and log-free in-place-writes allow DPM
processors to concurrently update the metadata.
Disaggregated Adaptive Caching (DAC). Similar to other disag-
gregated systems, Dinomo reduces network RTs by caching data
and metadata in the local DRAM of each KN, as shown in Figure 1.
Data is cached by storing the key-value pair, and metadata is cached
by storing a pointer to the data on DPM (termed shortcuts [17]). To
determine how best to divide the cache space between data and
metadata, Dinomo uses DAC, a novel adaptive caching policy that
actively maintains the right balance between caching values and
shortcuts based on the workload patterns and available memory at
KNs. DAC is based on the following insight. Performance is highly
correlated with the number of network RTs, so we seek to min-
imize that. Caching a shortcut reduces RTs from 𝑀 (where 𝑀 is
the cache-miss cost of an index lookup) to one, while caching a
value instead of a shortcut reduces RTs from one to zero. Thus,
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Figure 2: Performance scalability comparison with Clover

caching shortcuts provides the bigger gain. We treat value caching
as an optimization on top of shortcut caching. Value caching is used
when we have spare space in the cache, or when we observe that
storing a value can serve more requests than storing an equivalent
number of shortcuts. With DAC, Dinomo makes efficient use of
the memory at KNs without any assumptions about the workload.
Ownership Partitioning (OP). While caching at the KNs can
reduce network RTs, it can incur significant consistency overheads
when KNs can share the same data. To handle this concern,Dinomo
partitions the ownership of data across KNs (i.e., a KV pair may
only be read or written by its owner), while data and metadata
are shared via DPM. This provides three benefits. First, it allows
KNs to cache the data they own, thus providing high cache locality
without consistency overheads. Second, by sharing the data and
metadata, OP supports changing the number of KNs or rebalancing
their load by repartitioning only the ownership of data among
KNs, without expensive data reorganization at DPM. Finally, since
each key is only accessed by one KN at any given point, Dinomo
achieves linearizable reads and writes. With OP, Dinomo achieves
high performance and scalability from locality-preserving KN-side
caching without consistency overheads, and high elasticity from
lightweight reconfiguration.
Limitations. Our work has a number of limitations. First, while we
address the challenge of scaling KNs, we do not tackle how to make
DPM reliable or scalable. Second, Dinomo targets key-value store
functionality for DPM systems. Many of its ideas may be equally
applicable for a broader range of DPM-based storage systems as
well as disaggregated DRAM systems, but we have not explored
this. We consider these areas ripe for future work.

2 EVALUATION

We now evaluate the performance and scalability of Dinomo. As
our baseline, we use Clover [17], a state-of-the-art and open-source
DPM KVS. Clover has a shared-everything architecture and caches
only shortcuts at its KNs. Besides Clover, we implement Dinomo-N
to compare the elasticity of Dinomowith a shared-nothing counter-
part; it uses DAC but partitions data and metadata in DPM, where
each partition is exclusively accessed by a single KN.
Experiment setup.We use InfiniBand-enabled (IB-enabled) servers
as hosts for KNs and DPM; each two-socket server has Intel Xeon
E5-2670v3 processors, 24 cores at 2.30 GHz in total, and 128 GB
DRAM. The shared DPM uses a maximum of 4 threads and 110 GB
of DRAM as a proxy for the PM, which is registered to be RDMA-
accessible. Each KN uses a maximum of 8 threads and 1 GB of
DRAM for caching (≈1% of the DPM size). DPM and the KNs are
connected by Mellanox FDR ConnectX-3 adapters with 56 Gbps per
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Figure 3: Throughput of Dinomo and Dinomo-N over time

while changing the load and number of KNs

port. We emulate PM using DRAM, as performance is constrained
by the network rather than PM or DRAM [1, 8]. For Clover, we use
an extra IB-enabled server for its metadata server with 6 threads (4
workers, 1 epoch thread, 1 GC thread).
Workloads and configurations. We use YCSB-style workloads [4,
19] with three request patterns: read-only (100% reads), read-mostly
(95% reads/5% updates), and write-heavy (50% reads/50% updates).
These workloads use 8B keys and 1KB values. For each experiment,
we first load 32 GB of data (key-value pairs) and then write up to
100GB of data during the workload including inserts. With 16 KNs,
each equipped with a 1GB cache, the KNs can cache up to 50% of
the loaded dataset. We generate the workload from separate client
nodes with 64 threads respectively.
Performance and scalability. We compare the end-to-end per-
formance and scalability of Dinomo and Clover. We use workloads
with moderate skew (Zipf 0.99) to observe the performance and
scalability in the common case. We use 8 client nodes to run these
workloads and measure the peak throughput. As shown in Fig-
ure 2, Dinomo’s throughput scales to 16 KNs. In contrast, Clover’s
throughput does not scale beyond 4 KNs due to either a network
bottleneck or the CPU bottleneck from its metadata server. With
16 KNs, Dinomo outperforms Clover by at least 3.8× across all
workloads. Dinomo has a higher cache hit rate (from values) with
more KNs and takes fewer RTs/op than Clover, owing to DAC and
OP. Clover has higher network costs due to shortcut-only caching
and a lack of locality caused by the shared-everything architecture
that results in consistency overheads and redundant caching.
Elasticity. We evaluate Dinomo with bursty, irregular workloads
and compare its elasticity in scaling KNs with Dinomo-N. We use
the write-heavy workload with low skew (Zipf 0.5). Figure 3 shows
the behavior of Dinomo and Dinomo-N during this experiment.
To produce the bursty, irregular workload, we start running the
workload using 1 client node for 20 seconds, then increase the
load on the systems by 7× by adding 7 additional client nodes. At
the 230-second mark, we remove 7 client nodes to lower the load
by 7× again. When the load increases at 30 seconds, Dinomo and
Dinomo-N react by adding new KNs at 40 and 140 seconds, respec-
tively, to spread the load. Once the new KNs come online, Dinomo
shows brief throughput dips, as the nodes update their hash rings.
However, Dinomo-N experiences throughput dips for 30-40 sec-
onds, where the throughput drops to 0 due to the processing delay
during data reorganization. At 230 seconds, the load is suddenly
reduced. While removing the under-utilized KN, Dinomo-N shows
a 20-second throughput dip before stabilizing.
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